2022-02-07
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
DISCOVER, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DYNAMICS 365
RFP 22 (2021-12)
ADDENDUM #3
This addendum shall be incorporated into, and form part of RFP 22 (2021-12) and take
precedence over all requirements of the previously issued bid documents including plans. This
addendum must be signed by the bidder (signing officer) in the appropriate space and must be
attached to the Form for submission by the bidder. This Addendum consists of two (2) pages and
attachments.
1. Question: Are there currently any customizations in Dynamics GP?
Answer: There are currently 165 changes/customizations not documented. We want to
move away from this.
2. Question: Is the Zoo planning on changing master records during data migration? ie Chart
of Accounts, Vendors, etc. –
Answer: We are not planning on changing the chart of accounts or the Vendor Maintenance
database.
For vendors (Vendor Maintenance) there will be no change but please note Master file data
to included but not limited to the following:
Name
Address
Email address, telephone number, classification of CDN
Tax Code
Customer Identification Code (Vendor ID)
Identification of head/branch relationships
EDI/RFT
3. Question: Please confirm that the terminology of 'Dynamics 365 Finance' refers to
Dynamics Business Central?
Answer: Dynamics 365 Subscription based like office 365.
4. Question: The current architecture indicates that Dynamics Memberships (CRM) is not
integrated with Dynamics GP, is there a desire to integrate it with Dynamics Business
Central? Answer: With Dynamics 365 yes.
5. Can The Zoo please elaborate on the desired Human Resource functionality?
Answer: No integration in phase one
Receipt of the Addendum shall be acknowledged as part of your submission.
The Board of Management of the Toronto Zoo reserves the right to reject any or all Tenders or to
accept any quotation, should it deem such action to be in its interests.
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If you have any queries regarding this matter, please contact Mr. Peter Vasilopoulos, Supervisor,
Purchasing & Supply, at 416-392-5916 or by email pvasilopoulos@torontozoo.ca.
Yours truly,

Peter Vasilopoulos
Supervisor, Purchasing & Supply
I/we hereby acknowledge receipt of this addendum and make allowance in my bid.
Signed (Must be Signing Officer of Firm)
Name of Firm
Date:

